2019
$5,000 Top of the Rockies Jumper Stake

1. Bert, owned and ridden by Kristin Hardin
2. Hector, owned by Hannah Donald, ridden by Matt Cyphert
3. Danique Du Lys, owned and ridden by Nicki Wilcox
4. Clock-Wise CSH, owned by Comly Sport Horses LLC, ridden by Amanda Comly
5. Indoktro K Van’t Kattenheye, owned by Palmer Divide Ranch, ridden by Susan Griffis
6. Aksai Chin, owned by Crooked Willow Farms, ridden by Jami Jensen
7. Crespo VDL, owned by Skylark Equestrian, ridden by Karen Banister
8. Apriol 2, owned and ridden by Dominique Hoffmann
9. Lochinvar, owned and ridden by Matt Cyphert
10. Deauville Van Overis Z, owned by Palmer Divide Ranch, ridden by Susan Griffis